
B Kids Soft Peek-A-Boo Block

PRODUCT: B Kids Soft Peek-A-Boo Block ( www.bkids.co.uk )

  

DESCRIPTION: A set of soft coloured stacking blocks with an animal design, which fit into
unique plastic peek-a-boo cases. Consists of 6 x soft blocks and 3 x peek-a-boo blocks.
Suitable for children aged 6 months upwards.

  

GOOD POINTS: The Soft Peek-A-Boo Blocks are a wonderfully designed set of play blocks
which make a lovely gift for any young baby.

  

The set consists of a good number of soft chunky blocks (six in total) which are a great size for
small hands to manage. The blocks come in a variety of bright appealing colours, and are soft,
rounded and safe to chew! What's more, they can be safely stacked into towers without any risk
of injury from toppling.

  

Each of these soft blocks is numbered which is great for basic number recognition and ordering,
and each has its own individual design with cute and very detailed animal face profiles around
the sides that young children will easily learn to recognise.
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The fun does not stop there though. The set also includes three hard-shelled plastic
'peek-a-boo blocks' (in split colours) which are wonderfully detailed with additional animal
designs, and open up to enable one of the soft blocks to fit inside. The hard blocks are really
easy for young children to open and close themselves, and shaped 'windows' on the front and
back enable them to view the animal faces within!

  

In our opinion, these blocks are brilliant fun for young children and toddlers, and their tactile
design and wonderful raised detailing offer plenty of sensory stimulation and basic play.

  

BAD POINTS: None that we can find!

  

PRICE: £9.99

  

Click here  to go to all product reviews

  

Click here  to go to all articles
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